The music of Benjamin Britten

Puzzle No.2

CROSSWORD MYSTERY

Solve the clues to complete this crossword.

When you have finished, write the letters from each yellow box containing a symbol into the blue circle with the same musical symbol in it to find the mystery word.

Across:
2. Albert _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (comic opera about village life) (7)
7. Death In _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (opera set in Italy) (6)
8. _ _ _ Requiem (written for rebuilt cathedral) (3)
10. Ben’s first adult piece (11)
11. Paul _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (jazz-influenced operetta) (6)

Down:
1. Opera about a fisherman, inspired by Crabbe’s poem The Borough (5, 6)
3. Curlew _ _ _ _ _ (mini-opera about fictional waterway) (5)
4. _ _ _ _ _ Budd (seafaring opera) (5)
5. _ _ _ _ Wingrave (opera for T.V.) (4)
6. The Young Person’s Guide To The _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (9)
9. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Afternoons (12 songs for children) (6)

Mystery word:

Clue: Written to celebrate the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II